
NFO FOR COMPLETING THE APPLICATION !!!
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2D = two-day race
1D = one day race
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INFORMATION on some of the fields to fill in the form

Identical-competitor-rider

Championship - Cup

Divisions

Depo length + Depo width + Depo exit

Depo note

Additional information to the application !!!!
Please read carefully, your answers will be crucial for the race system. Answer - "If there will be a race, I will go." - Unfortunately, it is not enough for 
us. It may seem to some that the questions are similar and that there is no difference between some plants - it is mainly financial and organizational.

In this and the expected situation, it is difficult to invent something, but it is possible. If we, as organizers, have the information from all the teams, we 
will be able to prepare. If not, we will not be able to think of something quickly 14 days before the race. Each service costs something and it is 
necessary to provide a certain number of organizers and it is also not possible to arrange it from day to day. It is all the more complicated for us that 
we rent the area in Sosnová and we have to submit everything to it.                                                                                                                                                         
THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING

Note: it is possible that the drop-down lists with answers will not work properly with some Excel versions - in this case, write values in the 
fields and after the message that the answer does not correspond to the list of answers, enter yes. Please answer as briefly as possible, 
yes, no, please explain, I do not understand the question.

A function is created which, when the YES option is checked, copies the data displayed for the rider so that they do not have to be displayed again for 
the competitor. If NO is possible, the data must be hard-coded again and the copy function will be overwritten.

CEZ - Central European Zone - ticked by riders entering divisions that are announced in the zone                                                                                     
MČR - tick riders who ride in divisions announced only for the Championship - eg National 1600                                                                                   
MPRC - tick riders who ride divisions announced only in the Polish Champinoship                                                                                                                     
CEZ nebo MČR nebo ČTHA + RX CUP - tick the riders who would ride the given race or trophy plus they would also ride i the RX CUP

In case of starting in more races, state the superior division - ie. from a higher level of championship. If someone wanted to go two divisions within the 
RX CUP, it would be solved operatively with the promoter of the series.

Uveďte přesně rozměry vašeho zázemí, bude se podle toho plánovat postavení týmů v areálu. V Sosnové není rezervační systém a při větším počtu 
týmů, je nutné jejich umístění koordinovat.

State what your background consists of. The limit for buses and trucks should be 8 x 13 meters and for vans and motor homes with a basement then 
8 x 6 - 8 meters. If the background is larger, it is possible to "hide" under two teams, but we need to know to prepare it in the depot.

The form is set to a pre-prepared list of answers for some points, for some the answers are written directly. If the offered answer does not 
suit you, write your answer in the next cell or write to prihlasky@auctor-racing.cz or call +420606611485

CEZ - Central Europe Zone - Central Europe Zone, MČR - Czech Championship, etc.….

List only data on the sheet - "Applications-Form-RX Sosnová"

Other sheets marked 2D, 1D - CEZ, MČR - will be used after the conclusion of preliminary applications according to the version of the race, 
which will be announced. This is a standard entry form, which the team prints out, signs and sends to the organizer and then physically 

Sheet - "STARTING FEES ACCORDING TO THE VERSION OF THE RACE" (STARTING FEES ACCORDING TTVOTR) - overview table with a 
breakdown of the amounts for the total contribution to the race (deposit, insurance, services).

Sheet - "Lists" - auxiliary sheet for functional needs of the form

All data marked with an asterisk - * must be filled in or the application will not be accepted
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